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ABSTRACT: It has become increasingly evident that the Classic Maya were not an utopian peaceful people and that, in fact, the overall cultural trajectory of the Maya was directly related to warfare. Changes in frequency, techniques, and goals of war over time both parallel and impact Maya cultural development. Investigations at the archaeological site of Caracol, Belize provide specific historical examples of aggression that can be compared with artifacts, settlement patterns, and depictions on stone, pottery and stucco. Analysis of this information indicates the widespread impact of war within the Caracol polity and the increased frequency of aggressive activity by Caracol on neighboring polities and rulers over time. The Caracol data in combination with other lowland regional patterns, point toward the significance of changes in Classic Maya warfare by the end of the Classic Period and the major role that war played in Maya society throughout the Late Classic era. To examine the impact of warfare on the Classic Maya of Caracol and the Maya in general, warfare must be defined and placed into a wider cultural perspective. The ethnohistoric and general archaeological data relevant to Maya aggression needs to be outlined and evaluated for relevance. And, the archaeological data for warfare at Caracol needs to be compared with these bodies of general and specific literature. From these data the relationship between Maya society, its collapse, and warfare can be examined.

RESUMEN: Se ha hecho cada vez más evidente que los mayas del periodo Clásico nunca fueron un pueblo utópicamente pacífico y que, de hecho, toda su trayectoria estuvo relacionada con la guerra. Las variaciones en la frecuencia, técnicas y propósitos de sus guerras fueron paralelas, a través del tiempo, e influyeron en su desarrollo cultural. Las investigaciones en el sitio arqueológico de Caracol, Belice, proporcionan ejemplos históricos específicos de agresiones que pueden ser comprobadas con los artefactos, patrones de asentamiento y representaciones en piedra, cerámica y estuco. El análisis de tal información muestra el amplio impacto de la guerra dentro del territorio controlado por Caracol y la creciente frecuencia de las actividades agresivas de Caracol sobre los estados y gobernantes vecinos a través del tiempo. La información proveniente del sitio, en combinación con otros patrones regionales de las Tierras Bajas Mayas, apunta hacia la importancia de los cambios bélicos para el final del periodo Clásico y el sobresaliente papel que la guerra jugó para la sociedad maya a través del Clásico Tardío. Para examinar el impacto de la guerra entre los mayas de Caracol y los mayas en general, durante el Clásico, las actividades bélicas deben ser definidas y ubicadas dentro de una perspectiva cultural más amplia. La información etnohistórica y arqueológica relativa a la agresividad maya necesita ser delineada y evaluada por su importancia. Así, las evidencias arqueológicas de la guerra en Caracol necesitan ser comparadas con esta literatura general y específica. A partir de esta información se examina la relación existente entre la guerra y el colapso de la sociedad maya.

It has become increasingly evident that the Classic Maya were not an utopian peaceful people and that, in fact, the overall cultural trajectory of the Maya was directly related to warfare. Changes in the frequency, techniques, and goals of war over time both parallel and impact Maya cultural development.
Investigations at the archaeological site of Caracol, Belize, provide specific historical examples of aggression that can be compared with artifacts, settlement patterns, and depictions on stone, pottery, and stucco. Analysis of this information indicates the widespread impact of war within the Caracol polity and the increased frequency of aggressive activity by Caracol on neighboring polities and rulers over time. The Caracol data (A. Chase 1987b, 1989, 1996a, 1996b, 1998a; D. Chase and A. Chase 1994), in combination with other lowland regional patterns (D. Chase and A. Chase 1982, n. d. b; Demarest 1997; Miller 1993; Schele and Mathews 1991; Stuart 1993; Suhler and Freidel 1998), point toward the significance of the changes in Classic Maya warfare by the end of the Classic Period and the major role that war played in Maya society throughout the Late Classic era.

To examine the impact of warfare on the Classic Maya of Caracol and the Maya in general, warfare must be defined and placed into a wider cultural perspective. The ethnohistoric and general archaeological data relevant to Maya aggression needs to be outlined and evaluated for relevance. And, the archaeological data for warfare at Caracol needs to be compared with these bodies of general and specific literature. From these data the relationship between Maya society, its collapse, and warfare can be examined.

Warfare: Basic Definitions and Considerations

War is generally defined as armed aggression between politically independent groups (McCauley 1990: 1; Malinowski 1941: 522; Naroll 1964: 286; Otterbein 1973: 923-924; Schneider 1950: 777). This inter-political unit war is distinct from both armed aggression within a political community, such as that involved in feuding (Otterbein 1973: 923-924), and from the armed aggression between military groups within a political unit, such as that involved in a civil war (Otterbein 1970: 3). Not all war between independent political units need be of identical scope. In particular, the distinction between internal and external war may be significant: internal war has been defined as "warfare between political communities within the same cultural unit" while external war has been defined as "warfare between culturally different political communities" (Otterbein 1973: 924, citing his earlier work in 1968). Internal and external wars may vary substantially; while people of similar cultural background may be more likely to fight rule-bound wars, people from different cultural backgrounds may ignore culture-specific rules for warfare (Otterbein 1973: 924). Thus, external war has the potential to be extremely violent.

Strategies, techniques, weaponry, and arenas in which warfare is played out all bear on the success and failure of war, sometimes foretelling the kind of war that must take place. For instance, the most efficient and sophisticated warfare occurs when shock weapons are in evidence (Otterbein 1970: 44). Such weapons are designed for fighting in close quarters and for killing, rather than capturing, one's enemy. Their very use implies certain military strategies and techniques, just as the use of projectile weapons implies others.

The composition of any given society is also closely related to war. General studies of warfare have demonstrated that political centralization, professional military organization, military sophistications, and territorial change are all functionally interrelated (Oldfield Hayes 1975: 355). At the same time, however, for successful warfare it is important for a given society to be adaptable in its techniques, strategies, arenas, and weaponry. A military organization or system that becomes institutionalized and unchanging often leads to the drastic defeat of the unfortunate unbending society (Melko 1975: 555). Thus, the structure of warfare and any given society often parallel each other in their historical trajectories.

Warfare and Aggression: Ethnohistoric Evidence from The Maya Lowlands

Evidence concerning Maya warfare comes from a variety of sources. Ethnohistoric manuscripts provide in-
sights for war at the point of Spanish contact in Central America (Hassig 1992; Marcus 1992; Roys 1972: 65; Webster 1993). These documents, however, are much more useful when they can be used in conjunction with archaeological evidence.

For many years the Postclassic era (roughly A.D. 900 to 1550) of Maya prehistory has been characterized as militaristic in contrast to earlier periods (e.g. Chase and Rice 1985). Militarism late in Maya prehistory has been supported by a number of lines of research; key among them has been ethnohistoric description of wars—particularly between territorial units. There is also, however, relevant archaeological information—such as the recording of walled cities on the east coast of Yucatan (e.g. Tulum and Xcaret) and in the interior of Yucatan (e.g. Cuca and Ake) and evidence from excavation for the introduction and widespread occurrence of small points for the bow and arrow (e.g. D. Chase 1992: 123-124 and Proskouriakoff 1962)—that have also been taken to indicate militarism on this late time horizon.

At first European contact, the independent states or territories in northern Yucatan were frequently at war. It is possible that the frequency of war may have been increased by contact itself (e.g. Ferguson and Farragher 1988: iv). Information on these wars is available from a number of sources (Repetto Tio 1985; Tozzer 1941) and has been capably researched by individuals such as Ralph Roys in the context of larger works on the Maya (Roys 1957, 1965, 1972: 65-70; see also Chamberlain 1948). Wars were conducted primarily between territories, often for economic reasons. Among the causes of war were disputes over territory and access to salt beds on the coast (Andrews 1983: 3, 49-50) as well as a desire to obtain captives—primarily for use or sale as slaves (Roys 1972: 68), but also for sacrifice (Roys 1972: 65).

Some information is known about the structure and conduct of Maya warfare. The conquest era Maya of Yucatan used a number of specialized individuals in their war efforts and planning (Roys 1972: 67). There was a nacom or warchief who was assisted by part-time specialist warriors called holcans; the fighting force could also be supplemented by other men from the community. Defenses, generally constructed of perishable materials, were erected for ambushing the enemy (Roys 1972: 68). Ethnohistoric descriptions of warriors and weapons largely conform with pre-conquest iconographic depictions (e.g. D. Chase and A. Chase 1988: fig 33). Protection was provided in the form of wooden shields and helmets in conjunction with cotton armor (Roys 1972: 66). Weapons included the bow and arrow, dart and spear-thrower, spear, sword, and dagger (Roys 1972: 65-66). These tools of war included an inventory of both projectile and shock weapons that support the notion of specialized warriors. There is no conclusive evidence in either the Classic or Postclassic archaeological data, however, for either the presence of the sword, described as made either of sharp pieces of flint set into a hardwood stick, or the existence of the fire-hardened wooden dagger; both would represent specialized shock weapons and their use in war would go against the general Maya goals of taking healthy captives for use as slaves or in sacrifices (although the Aztec used this form of weapon for taking captives: Hassig 1988: 130).

Fighting during the early Historic epoch frequently took place in the period of time between October and January when there was little work to be done in the agricultural fields (Roys 1972: 67). In accord with the ethnohistoric data, there is a general belief that most Classic era Maya warfare also correlated with the "dry season" between November and May (Marcus 1992: 432) and was connected with auspicious times relative to the position of Venus (Schele and Miller 1986: 214). Nahm (1994: 8), however, has demonstrated through hieroglyphic dating that Classic era Maya warfare (both "star wars" and "capture") occurred throughout the entire year. Such a distribution suggests that Maya polities may have been able to support "standing armies" that were independent of the planting cycle.

The contrast drawn between the militaristic characterization of the Postclassic Maya as compared to their earlier Classic Period ancestors has been almost en-
tirely overturned. However, the nature of Classic Period war(s) and the amount of similarity to those conducted by the later Postclassic Maya is still in dispute. In the ethnohistory, late Lowland Maya warfare is most often portrayed as inter-political unit war between one or more linguistically and culturally similar Maya territories, or internal warfare. While the relatively frequent internal wars between territories described for the Historic Maya might also describe the Classic Maya, we have argued (A. Chase et al. 1991; A. Chase and D. Chase 1992; see also Miller 1977) that the Maya of the Terminal Classic era also participated in external warfare with both linguistically different Maya and non-Maya peoples.

Maya Warfare Before Contact: The Evidence

Apart from the ethnohistory, the Maya of the Southern lowlands provide us with their own epigraphic history of warfare during the Classic Period. Glyphs have been correlated with a series of aggressive activities related to war (e.g. Chase and Chase 1998a: fig. 1): capture (chucah), decapitation or battle ("ax event" lích=ak), destruction (bubh), and defeat ("shell-star," also interpreted as Venus-related warfare). Other hieroglyphs, such as reference to his flint-and-shield (u tok' pakał), are also clearly war-related. These recorded events are not all of equal magnitude, and variation may be found within each of these distinct aggressive activities. Some take place against specific people or places, while others affect all people and probably entire polities; some are undertaken by specific individuals, while others are attributed to general titles. By conjoining hieroglyphic information with iconographic analysis, however, it is clear that the "shell-star" event is the culmination of the Maya hierarchy of warfare acts (Miller 1993: 402).

Hieroglyphs make numerous political statements about warfare that need to be assess in light of other data (e.g. Marcus 1992; Webster 1993: 440). Patterns in monument erection may sometimes be utilized to see the effect of warfare on a given site (e.g. Caracol and Tikal, Guatemala-A. Chase 1991; and, Caracol and Naranjo, Guatemala-Houston 1991). In some cases walls, ripped-up buildings, and in situ debris permits archaeological insight relevant to the hieroglyphic record (e.g. Dos Pilas-Demarest 1997; Houston 1993; and, Aguateca-Inomata 1997). Settlement pattern archaeology can also shed light on site histories and past events. In point of fact, it is only the archaeological evidence that permits a full assessment of the effects and effects of politically-inspired and recorded aggressive activity (e.g. Quirigua and Copan-Sharer 1978:67-68 conjoined with Fash and Stuart 1991 and Fash 1991; e.g. Caracol and Tikal-A. Chase 1991, A. Chase and D. Chase 1987b, 1989, 1998a; D. Chase and A. Chase 1994 conjoined with Jones 1991; Puleston 1974, 1983; and Haviland 1994).

Non-written iconographic indications of Maya war and aggression are found carved on stone, painted in murals, and modeled and painted on pottery. Rulers are portrayed standing on captives or pulling at their hair. Prisoners are shown bound (Dillon 1982). It is unclear whether these captives represent only specific individuals (e.g. Stuart 1993: 333) or broader political units (e.g. Marcus 1992: 412). Weapons, congregations of warriors, and scenes of battles are also depicted (Barrera Rubio 1980; A. Miller 1977; M. Miller 1986). When combined with other evidence, these iconographic representations aid in the interpretation of relationships over time.

Material remains of weapons and defensive systems are also sometimes recovered. Permanent fortifications, while rare, do occur (Demarest et al. 1997; Puleston and Callender 1967; Rice and Rice 1981; Webster 1976). Assuming they can be accurately dated, fortifications often imply a pre-existing outside threat. Weapons (lithic points and stone mace heads) are also frequently found in the archaeological record. Assuming that there is a distinction between weapons used in war and those used in hunting, it may even be possible to suggest the existence of a specialized military (e.g. Otterbein 1970: 44).
Other archaeological data may permit the extrapolation of changing population numbers and their location(s) at a given site or even the determination of changes in the degree of prosperity; such data may then be useful in assessing historical statements of aggression (A. Chase and D. Chase 1989). While population increase or large building efforts do not directly reflect warfare and aggression, if tightly dated, these data may be correlated with known warfare events and aid in revealing the scope of war and the effects on the local population.

Differences of opinion exist as to the nature of Classic era Maya war, specifically with regard to its participants and impact. Some see Maya war as an elite-dominated activity with little impact on day-to-day life or territorial control (Freidel 1986 [but see 1992]; Schele and Mathews 1991: 245-248). Others view Maya war as a prime factor in the rise and fall of Classic Maya culture (Webster 1977), as an important factor in establishing the size of Maya polities (A. Chase and D. Chase 1998a), and as congruent with practices known worldwide (Webster 1993; Cowgill 1979; A. Chase and D. Chase 1989, 1992). Some have taken an intermediate position (Demarest 1978, 1993). A difference of opinion exists among epigraphers concerning the Classic Maya political order. One predominant view characterizes the Classic Maya as constrained to small city-state-like polities, each defined by an emblem glyph (e.g. Mathews 1991: 29); another view portrays gigantic hegemonic empires (Martin and Grube 1995). Culbert (1991a: 140ff; 1991b: 325) has pointed to problems in the perception of emblem glyphs and specifically rebutted the assumption that emblem glyphs represented autonomous polities that correlated precisely with political units. Other archaeologists have argued that Classic Maya polities were large (regional) entities (Adams 1986; A. Chase and D. Chase 1996a, 1998a; Marcus 1976).

Agreement generally exists that the nature of Maya war changed over time. Innovations in both weapons and techniques of war are evident throughout Maya prehistory (Hassig 1992: 172). Epigraphic references to Maya warfare increased throughout the Late Classic Period (e.g. Schele and Miller 1986: 209ff). Stuart (1993: 334) has argued that the explosion in Late Classic narrative exposition related to warfare represents a profound shift between the Early and Late Classic Periods. And, the most recognized and significant glyph for Maya war is that referring to the “shell-star” event, which is seen by most epigraphers as representing the defeat of one site by another (Schele and Mathews 1991: 246). The earliest known shell-star event involves Caracol’s defeat of Tikal in A.D. 562 (Houston 1991) and it is to the site of Caracol that we now turn.

Caracol

Once considered to be a small, unimportant site on the periphery of the Maya world, Caracol is now recognized as one of the regional powers of the Southern lowlands. Caracol, in fact, was politically dominant over a large part of the Southern lowlands during the Late Classic era.

Prior to the formal start of the University of Central Florida Caracol Project1 in 1985, Caracol had been re-

---

1 One of the specific goals of the University of Central Florida Caracol Archaeological Project has been the archaeological investigation of Maya warfare at Caracol. Initial research supported through private donors resulted in the pivotal discovery of Caracol Altar 21 in early 1986 and major epicentral excavation. Grants from the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation in 1988 and 1989 permitted outlying settlement investigation geared toward the goal of elucidating the effects of Late Classic warfare on Caracol’s population. Investigations sponsored by the Government of Belize and the United States Agency for International Development from 1989 through 1994 produced much more epicentral data relevant to Caracol’s final abandonment. Further work designed to examine the effects of warfare in Caracol’s settlement was again carried out from 1994 through 1996 with support from the National Science Foundation (SBR-9311773). This paper summarizes much of this data and builds on material originally presented at the 47th International Congress of Americanists in 1991 and at the Primera Mesa Redonda de Palenque in 1995.
searched by the University of Pennsylvania. This project recorded the site's monuments and carried out three field seasons in the early 1950s; it also produced a map of the site's epicenter showing 78 structures (Beetz and Satterthwaite 1981). Subsequent work did not revise this epicentral map (Healy et al. 1983). Caracol therefore entered the general literature as being relatively unimportant, interpreted as a second-tier site under the sway of a presumed larger center. This incorrect categorization is reflected in some of the more recent hierarchical schemes for the Maya (Adams 1991:196; Adams and Jones 1981).

As presently understood, Caracol is a gigantic Maya metropolis (A. Chase and D. Chase 1996b). Over 70 kilometers of intra-site causeways are known; these radiate out from the site epicenter and incorporate an area up to 10 kilometers distant into Caracol's urban core (Figure 1). Based on Landsat interpretation and ground-checks, two inter-site causeways run to the southeast of Caracol for distances of 18 and 24 kilometers; one inter-site causeway possibly runs to the northwest, potentially linking Caracol and Naranjo, a distance of 42 kilometers.2 The site is estimated to cover 177 km², contains more than 36,000 structures, and to have had a population of at least 115,000 people (A. Chase and D. Chase 1994a: 5); more than likely the site housed 150,000 people in A.D. 670. The mapped central core area of Caracol contains, on average, just over 300 structures per km² (D. Chase, A. Chase, and Haviland 1990). A square kilometer of settlement intensively mapped for both terraces and settlement at a distance of 5 kilometers from the epicenter, and not located near either a causeway or terminus, yielded a corrected Late Classic population density of 972 people per km² (based on 243 structures mapped in a single square kilometer; A. Chase and D. Chase 1998b). Settlement transects mapped from 1994 through 1999 produced no settlement drop-off; these transects include 200 meter wide segments running 7 kilometers to the north and 7 kilometers to the south of central Caracol as well as a 500 meter wide by 3.5 kilometer long east-west transect some 6 kilometers north of the Caracol epicenter.3 Besides being territorially larger than Tikal (120 versus 177 km²), Caracol is also at least 35% more densely settled (62,000 people as compared to 115,000).

Given the immensity of this settlement, our research has necessarily focused on how and why the site grew so large during the Late Classic era. One putative answer was found in the warfare recorded in Caracol's hieroglyphic texts. Before current work at Caracol, its texts had been interpreted to suggest that Caracol had carried out successful warfare against Naranjo between A.D. 626 and 631 (Sosa and Reneds 1980; Stone et al. 1985: 273-274). New epigraphic and archaeological finds have amplified these events. This Naranjo-Caracol warfare link is confirmed by a series of shared dates, by the naming of the Caracol ruler at Naranjo in iconographically dominant contexts, and by the occurrence of the "Naranjo Rulership Title" at both Caracol and Naranjo (Grube 1994: 89). Additionally, Naranjo undertook a war of independence from Caracol in A.D. 680 (D. Chase and A. Chase n.d.a).

Caracol has proved an excellent place to test the relationships between hieroglyphic statements of war and settlement. Other warfare events, both prior to and following the Naranjo wars, are also known from the hieroglyphic texts. A monument found at Caracol in 1986 exhibits the earliest known shell-star event (Houston 1991: 40). One of the events recorded on Altar 21 is a (shell-star) defeat of Tikal in A.D. 562, presumably by Caracol. Between A.D. 626 and 631 three hubi events and one shell-star event are recorded between Caracol and Naranjo on the stone and stucco texts of Caracol; an additional shell-star event is recorded on a carved stone monument at Naranjo in A.D. 636. In

---

2 These long-distance causeways have been identified from satellite imagery by Jim Rose of Dallas, Texas. The Caracol Archaeological Project has been involved in providing ground checks of these images.

3 The east-west transect 6 kilometers north of the Caracol epicenter is under investigation for its agricultural potential as part of Ph.D. work by Timothy Murtha of Pennsylvania State University.
Figure 1. Map of Caracol settlement as of 1999. The site is characterized by a radial causeway system and two rings of causeway termini (e.g. Chase and Chase 1996b). The first ring of termini consists of three known administrative plazas (Conchita, Puchituk, and Ramonal), all 2.6 to 3 kilometers distant from the site epicenter, and one residential termini (Dos Tumbas), 2.3 kilometers distant from the site epicenter. The outer ring of termini consists of four converted administrative termini (Cahal Pichik, Ceiba, Cohune, and Retiro) and apparently two residential plazas (Chaquistero, Round Hole Bank), which range from 4.7 to 7.8 kilometers distant from the site epicenter.
A.D. 680 a shell-star event occurred at a very important Caracol place (*ox-witz-ha*) in association with the Naranjo Rulership Title, presumably representing Naranjo’s war of independence from Caracol; an “arrival” event, presumably by the Caracol ruler, occurs at this same locale within half a year after the shell-star event. In A.D. 702 a captive lord from Ixkun or possibly Tikal (Grube n.d.) is portrayed on a Caracol stela. In A.D. 800 captive lords from Ucanal and another site are displayed by Caracol’s *Hok Kawil*, who claims credit for taking 8 captives on Stela 11. A Terminal Classic “ax event” is recorded on Altar 12. Other captives and warfare-related events are also present in Caracol’s hieroglyphic and iconographic corpus.

Research on Warfare at Caracol

In general, Caracol’s warfare events cluster in two time horizons—A.D. 550-700 and again at post A.D. 800. These periods of warfare correlate with two problematic periods in Maya prehistory—the “hiatus” and the “Classic Maya collapse.” Because of the tight dating control possible at Caracol (A. Chase 1994: 160-163) these epigraphically recorded periods of aggression can be compared to the archaeology to ascertain whether the events correlate with changes in other aspects of society (e.g., Otterbein 1973: 940; Webster 1977: 357) such as increased cohesion, prosperity, construction activities (public works, domestic structures, special function constructions), and population numbers.

In order to examine the effects of early Late Classic warfare on the outlying core population, in 1988 and 1989 we tested 30% of the house mound groups located in the southeast section of Caracol between the Conchita and the Pájaro-Ramonal Causeways (Figure 2). These tests were designed to provide temporal control for this area’s overall development. We found that almost all of the residential construction in this area

---

Figure 2. Map showing residential groups (diamonds) in the southeastern portion of central Caracol (which includes the first ring of causeway termini); these groups were investigated as part of the 1988-1989 warfare program sponsored by the Harry Frank Guggenheim Foundation.
was undertaken following the Tikal and Naranjo war events and that the population had increased 325% in this part of the site during these times (A. Chase and D. Chase 1989).

This population increase was also associated with a series of public works. The causeways that bounded the research area were constructed at this time, as were the huge plaza termini that functioned as administrative nodes (A. Chase 1998; A. Chase and D. Chase 1996b). Thus, the causeways and termini themselves may have formed important mechanisms for site integration and boundary maintenance (Kurjack and Andrews 1976: 323), in accord with models noting greater societal cohesion after successful war. The causeways are also probably indicative of "centralized planning and execution" (e. g. Hassig 1991: 26). Coeval constructions in this area included terraced agricultural fields and the regularly spaced plazuela groups (A. Chase and D. Chase 1998b).

Thus, we were able to see a huge building spurt and population increase in the core of Caracol following the epigraphically recorded war events -especially following the Naranjo wars in the early seventh century. Major construction activities during this same era had already been noted for the site epicenter (A. Chase and D. Chase 1987a, 1987b). All of these data were in accord with anthropologically-noted effects of successful warfare (e. g. Otterbein 1973: 934).

Interestingly, however, patterns other than increased population and construction also appeared in the archaeological record. And, these patterns suggested that Caracol's social order was also simultaneously undergoing a transformation. In particular, the majority of the outlying housenound groups yielded one or more formal tombs, often in the eastern buildings. A cache subcomplex was also found in these housenound groups that involved the extensive use of effigy-faced lidded vessels and, sometimes, obsidian eccentrics. Effigy hourglass and cylindrical cen-
sers were also associated with many of these groups. The frequency of such occurrences increased over time. Thus, we were also able to demonstrate that the majority of Caracol's core population participated in a ritual realm usually thought to be reserved for the upper echelon of Maya society (A. Chase and D. Chase 1994b; D. Chase 1998; D. Chase and A. Chase 1998). Such a social transformation could again be representative of the social cohesion and prosperity that may accompany successful warfare (Otterbein 1973: 934, 940-941).

Occupants of some of Caracol's outlying house- mound groups even erected their own stone monuments. An elite residential group 5 kilometers northwest of the site epicenter (called Chaquistero, see Figure 1) exhibits a Giant Ahau altar. The recorded date indicates its dedication in the Katun 7 Ahau of Tikal's defeat. By the Terminal Classic, at least two housenound groups (Plaza of the Two Stelae and Machete) used hieroglyphic texts and carved figural monuments which did NOT refer to the current Caracol ruler. In fact, on one of the monuments (Altar 22; Chase, Grube, and Chase 1991), a person who is not the ruler used a full Caracol emblem. Thus, again we see the spread of ritual knowledge in Caracol society.

All of these data help suggest how warfare may have been a catalyst both for changing Caracol's society over the course of the Late Classic Period and for making Caracol become one of the dominant polities of the Late Classic era. Despite a recent suggestion that Caracol's successes in war were due to the oversight of Calakmul, Mexico (Martin and Grube 1995), we see no archaeological evidence during the height of the Classic Period for the domination of Caracol by another polity or that it was ever included within another polity. While political alliances were always a possibility, there is in fact no archaeological support for any Calakmul impact on Caracol.4 Geographical

---

4 These relationships have been suggested by Simon Martin and Nikolai Grube who posit the existence of Calakmul and Tikal as competing superpowers. While it is gratifying that epigraphers have broken with the "one emblem equals one political
factors of distance alone make it extremely unlikely that Calakmul and Caracol could have been included within the same controlled political unit (e.g. A. Chase and D. Chase 1998a).

During its hegemony over Naranjo, Caracol controlled an area of at least 5,544 km². This data may in fact offer some insight into the optimal size of Classic Maya polities. Based on the epigraphic data, Caracol incorporated Naranjo into its territory (see also A. Chase and D. Chase 1996b). Such direct incorporation is not in evidence for Caracol’s “defeat” of Tikal. From these data, it could be concluded that the Caracol polity could directly control centers 42 kilometers distant, but not ones 76 kilometers away. This accords well with Hassig’s (1992: 85) estimate of areas of direct territorial domination by the Aztec military based on distance of march for warfare, approximately 60 kilometers. Houston’s (1993: 137) conclusion that there was a “consistent distance between autonomous centers” of about 60 kilometers (as represented by emblem glyphs: “66.43 kilometers at 9.3.0.0.0 ...; 59.72 kilometers at 9.8.0.0.0 ...; 57.5 kilometers at 9.13.0.0.0 ...; and 52.18 kilometers at 9.18.0.0.0”) in the Classic lowland Maya political landscape agrees remarkably well with Hassig’s 60 kilometer militarily-derived figure of territorial domination. Similarly Adams (1991: 174) has argued that Tikal directly controlled Rio Azul, some 45 kilometers to its northeast; these figures again agree with Hassig’s estimate. Based on Naranjo’s intermediate position between Tikal and Caracol, Caracol’s domination of Naranjo may have been an attempt to bring Tikal within direct military striking distance. Given Tikal’s lack of monumental history between A.D. 562 and 692, Caracol may have been largely successful in this attempt. Should this have been the case, it would indicate that Caracol was attempting to build an empire over a polity that would have approached at least 18,153 km² at its height (A. Chase and D. Chase 1996b, 1998a).

A second settlement program geared to seeing the effects of warfare in the archaeological record was undertaken from 1994 through 1996 in the northeastern sector of the site (Figure 3). The program, sponsored by the U.S. National Science Foundation, attempted to analyze the impact of Caracol’s warfare on the outlying populace during both the early part of the Late Classic era and the Terminal Classic Period. The northeast sector of Caracol, defined by the Puchtikut and Cahal Pichik Causeways, was selected for investigation because of indications that long-term occupation existed in this zone throughout Caracol’s history. Both Cohune, at the end of the north transect, and Cahal Pichik, at the end of a 7.6 kilometer long causeway, appear to have been pre-existing minor centers that were engulfed in the urban spread of Caracol (Figure 1); looters’ material recovered at both termini dates their inceptions to the Preclassic era. And two Terminal Classic monuments are known from the Hatzcap Ceel terminus to the southeast of Cahal Pichik (Grube n.d.; Thompson 1931:261-267). Another Terminal Classic altar portraying prisoners (A. Chase et al. 1991:11-12) is also located within this sector. Thus, even before mapping and excavation, archaeological data were suggestive of both early and late occupations that were not in evidence in the settlement work undertaken in the southeastern part of Caracol.

In combination with the early Guggenheim warfare program (Figure 2) and other core investigations undertaken over the use of the UCF Caracol Project (Figure 4), the results of the settlement research undertaken from 1994 through 1996 support the findings of settlement studies conducted in the southeast part of the site. After the Tikal and Naranjo conflicts, population in this northeastern part of Caracol increases substantially. And, as in the southeastern sector, a new causeway terminus—the Puchtikut terminus—was established in this part of the site. Similar caching and burial practices were also encountered. As also ex-
pected, however, the excavation data show substantially earlier occupation for this area (back to 600-900 B.C.) and a corresponding heavier use of this section of Caracol during the Preclassic Period. The later part of the Classic Period also saw heightened use of this region as well in terms of both settlement and agricultural terrace construction (A. Chase and D. Chase 1998b). And, the archaeological data may be interpreted to suggest that much of the population in this agricultural area continued to occupy this portion of the site well past the projected epicentral collapse of Caracol.

Caracol and the Classic Maya Collapse

The collapse did occur at Caracol. It was, however, a very late occurrence (A. Chase and D. Chase 1996a). That warfare played a role is evident on several levels. First, late monuments exhibit a high frequency of bound prisoners. Second, prisoner presentation scenes and warriors with atlatls occurs on the modelled-carved pottery of this era at Caracol. Third, there are a large number of tapered stone points in the archaeological record of this time. Fourth, we have evidence for the quick abandonment of many structures and rooms at Caracol with items being left in situ on floors (A. Chase and D. Chase n.d.). One of these was the body of a 5-year old child. Fifth, many of these epicentral floors are covered with a layer of carbon. Radiocarbon dates obtained on these materials from a variety of buildings cluster between A.D. 890 and 895, possibly suggestive of a single final epicentral conflagration.

The collapse at Caracol was complicated. After an era of great prosperity that is little known epigraphically (A.D. 702 through 798), the site virtually exploded into the Terminal Classic era under Hok
K'awil, who was the subject of an aggressive iconographic campaign to preserve in stone his warrior and, presumably, cult status. Caracol Altar 23, dating to A.D. 800, presumably records two of Hok's claimed eight captives—one from an unknown site and another from Ucanal. A later Caracol ruler recorded the decapitation of another important lord 10 to 20 years later on Altar 12. Caracol's latest monumental record also reveals Yucatec ties in dress and language (A. Chase 1985; A. Chase et al. 1991; Grube 1994: 97).

Archaeologically, there was a great deal of epicentral activity during the Terminal Classic era at Caracol and an immense amount of building—possibly suggestive of large amounts of captive labor—in and around the B Plaza. The facade of Caana was entirely remodeled, a massive undertaking. Even later, large low structures ringed the fringe of the B Plaza, leaving open only the central access routes to Caana and its facing pyramid, Structure B5. New ceramic forms appeared in the epicentral "palaces" associated with intense household living activity. Important commodities must have also been placed in bulk storage on the summit of Caana in one of the more private rear plazas, where access was difficult. The remains of these huge ceramic containers litter the room floors of two summit suites.

The A Group exhibits some of the latest occupation found at Caracol and the function of the plaza area—the locus of most of Caracol's Classic era monuments—also likely changed in the Terminal Classic. Whereas the buildings in this group are mostly temples and pyramids, specialized architecture ill-suited for domestic purposes, the area evidences both a ritual and domestic aspect during Caracol's final years. Debris and a thick layer of carbon-blackened soil covered the latest plaster floor of perhaps the most important temple in the A Group—the Temple of the Wooden Lintel. Intermixed in this debris were many
reconstructible vessels—Terminal Classic finewares, Postclassic utility vessels, and censerware—along with jadeite, cut shell, many lithic points (one of obsidian), and a sizeable horde of small animal bone. In one side room a flexed burial rested at the bottom of the carbon layer. Radiocarbon dating suggests that these materials date to the beginning of the 11th century. Across the way, the summit of the 25-meter high Structure A2 also contained a late burial and other ritual activity that can also be dated to the very end of Caracol. Thus, the latest epicentral use of Caracol is found in the A Group. This use also appears to post-date the in situ materials found elsewhere on epicentral floors and may indicate continued ritual use of the A Group into the Postclassic era.

In contrast to what is argued for Tikal (Culbert 1973, 1974), however, it is important to note that the people who utilized Caracol’s epicenter in the Terminal Classic do not appear to have been squatter populations (e.g. A. Chase and D. Chase n.d.). They did not pile trash in rooms nor live on top of collapsing buildings. Rather, they were engaged in an active public building and construction program, were able to obtain a great variety of foreign objects, and carried on the ritual traditions that bridged the gap between the Classic and Postclassic eras. What trash is left on Caracol’s floors appears to be due to either sudden abandonment or incomplete garbage collection and disposal over only a very short time. Thus, continuity with the earlier populations is seen at Caracol right up to the Postclassic era. At this very point, however, the site epicenter is abandoned. The suddenness of this epicentral abandonment, when considered in conjunction with the extensive burning that is found on the floors of many buildings, strongly suggests that Caracol’s epicentral demise lay in destructive warfare. Complicating the situation, however, is evidence for continued ritual use of the A Group and continued household occupation in outlying areas of Caracol well past the abandonment of the central precinct’s stone palaces. The rich agricultural fields of Caracol appear to have been used for several generations past the abandonment, and presumably destruction (in some cases), of Caracol’s central architectural complexes. The late ritual activities documented in and around the epicentral A Group are presumably correlated with these non-epicentral remnant populations.

Conclusion

Throughout most of its history, Caracol was the aggressor. Archaeologically, epigraphically, and iconographically, Caracol had a very militaristic background and, to have survived and grown as it did, the site must have been on the cutting edge of warfare. The timing of at least one of its Classic era wars without regard for the agricultural cycle may suggest that some specialization of warriors and farmers was present. We have suggested elsewhere that Caracol may not have been constrained by any rule-bound warfare in the Southern lowlands because of a Yucatec ethnic affiliation (A. Chase et al. 1991). This may partially explain both its early and late success in war. While fortifications usually result from at least one but of unsuccessful warfare, none are in evidence at Caracol. Instead, archaeological data relative to prosperity, cohesion, and building activities can be used in conjunction with epigraphic texts to infer that Caracol’s wars were not mere political propaganda and that the site benefitted greatly from these activities.

The Caracol data also suggest that not all Maya wars and aggression were equivalent. Certain of Caracol’s wars appear to have been more significant than others in terms of both the site and regional history. The defeat of Tikal, while arguably having a substantial impact on Tikal (at least in terms of that site’s monuments and the richness of its interments), did not immediately change life at Caracol, presumably because of the difficulty in maintaining direct control of Tikal because of the distance between the two centers. The defeat of the closer Naranjo, however, was followed by rapid and dramatic changes in Caracol; construction boomed, population increased, and pros-
perity followed. It is assumed that some of this growth was possible due to the input of additional labor from the defeated area, aided no doubt by the suggested territorial incorporation of Naranjo by Caracol. We (1998a) have also suggested that Caracols use of Naranjo as a second capital facilitated control over Tikal by Caracol for exploitative purposes for approximately 50 years (from A.D. 631 until A.D. 680). Both Tikal and Naranjo gained some semblance of independence after A.D. 680, presumably to the detriment of the broader Caracol polity, but not to the detriment of the site itself.

Terminal Classic Caracol focused its aggressions on closer, neighboring polities. Monuments from this time commemorate not only captives taken by the ruler, but also those taken by other members of the royal dynasty. Unlike the situation at Dos Pilas, where buildings were torn down to build fortifications because that site was apparently besieged for a lengthy period of time before its abandonment in A.D. 761 (Demarest 1993, 1997), at least some of Caracol’s occupants continued their prosperous lifestyles until the abandonment of the epicenter circa A.D. 895. These data reinforce the idea that the Maya collapse was not a single uniform event.

The archaeological data gathered within Caracol’s settlement area suggest that successful Maya war had a pervasive impact on all society. Caracol’s society probably functioned as a highly integrated unit that involved a variety of important administrators besides the ruler. During the course of the Classic Period, the settlement data from Caracol exhibit a trend toward greater access to “elite” goods by an increasingly larger sector of the population. Importantly, Caracol’s settlement archaeology reveals no clear-cut dichotomy between commoner and elite, but rather gradations and continuities suggestive of a society with a large and prosperous middle group (A. Chase 1992). These same data also suggest that, during the Late Classic, all of Caracol society benefitted from the spoils of successful war. Thus, the collapse here cannot be seen as primarily motivated by social differences, and the Classic era distributions of elite and ritual items at Caracol already suggest patterns that form the basis of later Postclassic Maya culture.

All evidence points toward increasingly destructive warfare as the Classic Period progressed. It has been suggested by ourselves and others that these increasing levels of destruction were to some degree the result of the Maya adapting external warfare techniques that involved new weapons, greater military sophistication, and new patterns of large-scale human sacrifice in internal warfare arenas. While Caracol may have been more adaptable and, thus, survived longer than many of its Maya neighbors, it too ultimately was left abandoned—likely a victim of the lifestyle it had helped to create.
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